
Term Four Week Three:
Friday Literacy Tasks

Reading Task:
View the following text then answer the questions below.

‘Chocolate Trees’
Wouldn’t it be great if chocolate grew on trees? Well, in a way, it does! The main
ingredient used to make chocolate comes from the fruit of the cacao tree.

Tree to pods
The fruit, known as cacao pods, grow straight from the tree’s trunk. They are
oval-shaped like footballs and contain about 30–40 seeds. These seeds are used to
make chocolate, but if you were to eat one straight from the pod, it would taste very
bitter. One cacao tree can produce 2000 pods a year, but collecting the pods is a
difficult job.

Cacao trees are delicate and cannot support a person’s weight, so the pods are
knocked to the ground using a long stick with a blade attached to one end.

Pods to beans
Once picked, the pod is split open. The seeds, which are covered in a sticky, white
pulp, are scooped out and left in piles for about seven days. This helps to improve
their flavour. They are then dried out in the sun for another five to seven days to
become hard. Once they have reached this stage, the seeds are called cocoa
beans.

Beans to chocolate
The cocoa beans are taken to factories where they are processed. Extra ingredients
like sugar and milk are added to turn the beans into chocolate.

Cacao trees were originally found only in the warm, tropical rainforests of Central
and South America, but as people developed the taste for chocolate, other countries
began growing and harvesting large crops of cacao trees. In fact, most of the world’s
cocoa beans are now produced in West African countries. Depending on which area
of the world the cocoa beans are grown, the taste of chocolate is slightly different.



Question Time:
1. The three headings provide information about

-three types of cacao tree.
-three stages of growth of the cacao tree.
-three different types of chocolate.
-three stages in making chocolate.

2. People do not climb cacao trees because
-the trees are too tall.
-the trees are easily broken.
-the tree trunks are slippery.
-the tree trunks are covered in pods.

3. What happens first?
-The seeds are dried.
-The pods are picked.
-The beans are crushed.
-The pulp is scooped out.

4. Most cocoa beans now come from
-Central America.
-South America.
-West Africa.
-Australia.

5. At which stage do you get cocoa beans?
-when the pod is opened
-when the pulp is removed
-when the seeds become hard
-when the beans are processed



6. Which question is not answered by this text?
-Where did cacao trees first grow?
-What makes cacao seeds taste bitter?
-How are cacao pods picked from the trees?
-Why are cacao seeds left in piles for seven days?

7. Ingredients added to the cocoa beans will change the
chocolate’s flavour. According to the text, what else can affect
the chocolate’s flavour?

Writing Task:
Write a reflection about your time in lockdown and learning online
rather than being together with your peers in face to face teaching at
school. Reflect on your own experiences, feelings and comparing being at
school to home- what did you prefer and why? How do you feel about
going back to school for nor,al routine and face to face teaching and why?


